The College of Business has turned in some really noteworthy performances over the years.

Here is a summary:

2014
50th Annual International Collegiate Business Strategy Competition
Long Beach, April 24-27, 2014
Team Advisor: Simon Rodan

Silicon Valley Wings
Awards: Best overall performance and first runner up in documentation
Team members: Ryan Richards (CEO), Lona King (CFO), Swati Pandey (CIO), Reema Thomas (CMO), Nimil Parikh (COO)

Spartan Technology
Awards: First runner up in overall performance and best documentation
Team members: Robert Kolbuch (CEO), Qian Gao (CFO), Elizabeth Thoma (CIO), Christopher Thoma (COO/CMO)

2013
49th Annual International Collegiate Business Strategy Competition
Long Beach, April 17-19, 2013
Team Advisors: Rich Okumoto and Simon Rodan

MBA1: SparTech
Awards: Best overall performance and first runner up in documentation
Team members: Tariq Abudayeh, Krishna Shastry, Yifan (Ivy) Peng, Garima Sharma, Roshi Sharma

MBA: Versa
Awards: Best overall performance and best documentation
Team members: Andrae Browne, Nikki Do, Francisco Melli-Huber, Truong Tu Atul Wagle,

2012
48th Annual International Collegiate Business Strategy Competition
Long Beach, April 18-20, 2012
Team Advisors: Rich Okumoto and Simon Rodan

MBA1: High Speed Technology
Awards: Best overall performance and best documentation
Team members: Jason Chan, Alex Oberle, Valentina Gorbunova, Paul Baker, Sandeep Velvadapu

MBA: Belissimo
Awards: Best overall performance
Team members: David Duong, Eric Chang, Maylinn Martinez, Alexander Ciak, David Law

MBA: Chronolife
Awards: 1st runner up overall performance
Team members: Daryl Ricasa, Sandeep Kylas, Martin Krockenberger, Michael Whittington, Ruta Apte, Anand Desai

2011
47th Annual International Collegiate Business Strategy Competition
Long Beach, April 7-9, 2011
Team Advisor: Dr. Joel West, professor, Department of Organization and Management

Undergraduate: Tower Toys
Team members: Jason Lopez, Monikka O’Neil, Kevin (Phong) Tran, Michael Tran, Amon-Raa Valencia, Lakshmi Venkatesan

MBA: Toys With Sol
Team members: Patrick Grogan, Christopher Heavingham, Casey Holland, Nafisa Jhaveri, Nghia Nguyen, Shaun Teacher

MBA: G_Init
Team members: Dan Duong, Adam Harlow, Chris Heuser, John Shippy, David Van Der Steen

2010
46th Annual International Collegiate Business Strategy Competition
San Diego, April 15-17, 2010
Team Advisor: Dr. Joel West, professor, Department of Organization and Management

Undergraduate: PowerWeb
Awards: 1st Runner Up (Performance)
Team members: Garima Agarwal, Helen Cheng, Ethan Clansky, Huynh Le, Amanda Reid, Chi Ho (Brian) Wong

MBA: Spec’Tacular
Awards: 1st Runner-up (written reports)
Team members: Mackenzie Davenport, Albert Hadiprodjo, William Mulholland, Tran Vuong

1999
Team Advisor: Dr. Abdel El-Shaieb, professor, Department of Organization and Management

MBA #1: SparTek, Inc.
Award: Grand Prize
Team: Ramin Sayar, Tom Borsellino, Todd Kingery, Elliot Sands, Mark Polom, Robert Fuentes

MBA #2
Award: 1st Runner Up
Team: Hudson, Mark, Jeanette Don, Lam, Rico, Paek, Esther

1998
34th Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: San José
Team Advisor: Dr. Abdel El-Shaieb, professor, Department of Organization and Management

MBA: Time Systems, Inc.
Team: Mike Fagan, Sharon Hughes, King Li, Natasha Merchant, Brian O’Leary, Ronald Wong

Undergraduate: FireFly
Team: Robinson, Robbi, Kennedy, Geri, Levin Henry, Aziz Merchant

1997
33rd Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: San José
Team Advisor: Dr. Abdel El-Shaieb, professor, Department of Organization and Management

MBA Award: Highest Sales/Assets (entire Graduate Division)

1996
32nd Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: San José
Team Advisor: Dr. Abdel El-Shaieb, professor, Department of Organization and Management

MBA #1
Team: Judy Kada, Pak Nancy, Andres Peng, Suzette Pereira, Robert Scholl, Vivian Huang

MBA #2: MY Product, Inc.
Team: Jackie, John, Jack, Joanna, George, Allen
1995
31st Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: San José
Team Advisor: Stephen Achtenhagen, professor, Marketing, MIS, and Decision Sciences

1994
30th Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: Las Vegas
Team Advisor: Stephen Achtenhagen, professor, Marketing, MIS, and Decision Sciences

1993
29th Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: Las Vegas
Team Advisor: Stephen Achtenhagen, professor, Marketing, MIS, and Decision Sciences

1992
28th Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: Reno
Team Advisor: Stephen Achtenhagen, professor, Marketing, MIS, and Decision Sciences

1991
27th Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: Reno
Team Advisor: John Miller

1990
26th Annual International Collegiate Business Policy Competition: Reno
Team Advisor: John Miller

A number of SJSU faculty had helped our teams over the years. Faculty advisors were:

Joel West (2006-2011)
Rich Okumoto and Simon Rodan (2012-2013)
Simon Rodan (2014).